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BY

J. J. GERGEN AND S. B. LITTAUERt

1.1. Introduction. The object in this paper is, first, to consider two ex-

tensions to double series of Riesz's theoremf on the equivalence of the Riesz

and Cesaro methods of summation for simple series, § and, secondly, to con-

sider three extensions to double Fourier series of Hardy and Littlewood's

theorem,|| as refined by Paley,1f Bosanquet,** and Wiener,ff on the equiva-

lence of continuity in the mean of a function and the summability of its

Fourier series. We consider the question of summability in Part I and that

of continuity and summability in Part II. The results in Part II are based on

those in Part I.

Part I

2.1. Extensions of Riesz's Theorem. We consider here a double series

p

(2.11) E am.n.
m,n=Q

The definitions for Cesäro and Rieszian summability of this series are analo-

gous to those for simple series.ff Let —1 <a, —1 <ß. Let m, n be integers,

positive or 0. Let

* Presented to the Society, October 29, 1932; received by the editors May 9, 1934, and, in re-

vised form, January 29, 1935.

t The first results of this paper were obtained while Dr. Gergen was Peirce instructor at Harvard

University, and Dr. Littauer was National Research Fellow, also at Harvard University.

% For a statement of this theorem, its proof, and references, see Hobson, 8, pp. 90-98.

Numbers in bold face type refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.

§ One extension of Riesz's theorem has been given by Merriman, 11, p. 526. Merriman's theorem

is that, if Oga, 0g/3, if each column, ^.^^am.n, of the series (2.11) is summable by Cesaro or by

Rieszian means of order a, and if each row,2^^.03m,n, is summable by Cesaro or by Rieszian means of

order ß, then the series is summable (C; a, ß) to sum s if, and only if, it is summable (if; a, ß) to sum s.

This theorem, which is plainly contained in Theorem II, is not very satisfactory in treating double

Fourier series. Merriman's proof like ours is based on Hobson's proof of Riesz's theorem, but it takes

a different form from ours.

1| Hardy and Littlewood, 5, p. 70.

1f Paley, 14, p. 180 and p. 190.
** Bosanquet, 3, p. 147 and p. 153.

ft Wiener, 18, and 19, p. 78.

tt Cesaro means for double series have been considered by many authors. Among the earlier of

these might be mentioned Moore, 13, and Young, 20. In addition to Merriman's paper, 11, might be

mentioned Mears' paper, 10, in connection with Rieszian summability.
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where

Ca,ß(m, n) = Sa,ß(m, n) / j^* ^ ^  ^ j-,

Sa,ß(m, n) = 2^1 .LI
p_o \   m — p   / 9=o \   « — g /

C)
r(o + 1)

r(6 + i)r(a -6+1)'

Then the series (2.11) is summable by Cesäro means of order (a, ß), or, more

shortly, is summable (C; a, ß) to sum s if Ca,ß(m, »)—»s as (m, »)—*(°°, <»).

On the other hand, let

Ra,ß{x, y) = x-«y-^o-a,s(a;, y) = £ (* ~ /0"Z) (y ~ q)sap,q.
p< x g<y

Then, the series (2.11) is summable by Rieszian means of order (a, ß), or

summable (R; a, ß), to sum 5 if Ra,ß(x, y)—>s as (x, y)—>(<», 00).

Now the natural extension of Riesz's theorem is that, if 0^a, O^ß, then

the series (2.11) is summable (R; a, ß) to sum s if, and only if, it is summable

(C; a, ß) to sum s. This result is however in question. In our extensions we

find it essential to introduce additional conditions. In the first we use the idea

of ultimate boundedness, and in the second, that of ordinary boundedness.

We say that the series is bounded [ultimately bounded] (R;a, ß) if Ra,ß(x, y)

is bounded independently of x, y for 0 <x, 0 <y [sufficiently large x, y]. Simi-

lar definitions hold for Cesäro summability, the condition 0<x, 0<y being

replaced by 0 Sm, 0 ^n. When first presented for publication this paper con-

tained no reference to ultimate boundedness, and accordingly, it contained

neither Theorem I nor VI. The truth of Theorem I and one of the type of

Theorem VI was conjectured by the referee, Professor Szäsz, who kindly com-

municated his ideas to the authors. It was his suggestion as to the possible

use of Agnew's fundamental lemma,* Lemma 4 below, that directed our ef-

forts in the proofs of these theorems.

Our extensions of Riesz's theorem are as follows:

Theorem I. Let 0 ga, 0 Sß. Then (a) the series (2.11) is summable (C; a, ß)

to sum s if it is ultimately bounded (C; a, ß) and if it is summable (R; a, ß) to

sum s. Moreover, (b) the series is summable (R;a, ß) to sum s if it is ultimately

bounded (R; a, ß) and is summable (C; a, ß) to sum s.

* For this lemma see Agnew, 1, p. 649. For theorems and references to theorems of the same gen-

eral type as Theorem I, see Agnew, 1 and 2.
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Theorem II. Let O^a, O^ß. Then (a) the series (2.11) is bounded (C; a, ß)

if, and only if, it is bounded (R; a, ß). In addition, (b) if the series is bounded

either (C; a, ß) or (R; a, ß), it is summable (C; a, ß) to sum s if, and only if,

it is summable (R; a, ß) to sum s.

The second part of Theorem II is of course a corollary of the first part

and Theorem I. The proofs of Theorem I and part (a) of Theorem II are

based on the lemmas of §§3.2 to 3.5. The last of these is Agnews' lemma; the

other three are on simple series and are modeled, to some extent, after some

given by Hobson in his proof of Riesz's theorem. Hobson's lemmas in general

are not sufficiently precise for our purposes. Incidentally, we might point out

two results which follow from our lemmas but do not seem to be in the litera-

ture. The first is the analogue of part (a) of Theorem II, and the second is to

the effect that a series of functions ^^(a»(i;) is uniformly summable on

the interval a^x^b by Cesäro means of order a, 0^a, if, and only if, it

is uniformly summable there by Rieszian means of order a.

3.1. Lemmas for Theorems I and II. In these lemmas and throughout

the rest of the paper we suppose that x, y are positive numbers, that m, n, p, q

are integers, positive or 0, and that M denotes a number independent of those

of the variables x, y, m, n, p, q with which we are concerned at the moment.

The range for these variables is understood to be

0 < x,       0 < y,       0 ^ m,       0 ^ n,       0 ^ p,       0 ^ q,

or that part of this range indicated.

In Lemmas 1 to 3 we consider a series

co

(3.11) E Am.

Here M is understood to be independent of the values of the A's. We denote

by k a fixed positive number, by K, the largest integer less than k, and by u,

the largest integer less than x. We write

™/a + m-p\ _
Sa(m) = 22 ( ) Ap,   aa(x) =2J(x- p)aAv.

p=o \   m — p   / p<x

We define (™) as 0 for p=m+l, m+2, • • ■ , and set

e(*)=Z(-l)p )(x-py, \ = k-K,
p<i \   p /

E{x) = e{x) - Y{k + 1) (M + X ~ 1 ), T(x) = ak(x) - T(k + l)5*fj»).
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3.2. We consider first E(x). We have

Lemma \. If k is an integer then E{x) is bounded for all x and vanishes for

k <x. If k is not an integer then

I E{x) I ^ M(x + l)^-2.

For K+l<x we have*

I e(x) - k(k - 1) • • • (k - K)xx~l I

/. x /.in /. uK

dui j       rf«2 ' • ' I (mü:+:
x—1 w,—1 ^

S M\(x - K - !)*-» - xx-J|.

i — 8 )duK+i

If A is an integer this is 0, and the lemma follows in this case. If k is not an

integer it is 0(xx~2) as x—>oo. Accordingly, sincef

/m + \ - 1\
fc(A - 1) • • • (k - A)MX-1 - T(k + l)y j = 0(xx"2),

as x—>oo , the lemma follows in this case also.

3.3. We turn now to

Lemma 2. We have

I <r*(x) I 5= M max | Sk{m) \ .
f»<x

7« addition, corresponding to each positive integer nio, we can write

0-*(x) = X) Bp{x)Ap + #(x)

for nio < x, w/We the B's are independent of the A's,

(3.31) I Bp{x) \ ^ M   for   p < m0 < x,

and

H(x) I g Mo max   | Sk(m) \

for nto<x,'Mo being independent of m0 as well as x and the A's.

We havef

* Compare Hobson, 8, p. 90.

t For the former see Hobson, 8, p. 91.

t See Hobson, 8, (4), p. 71.
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p (K + 1\
^P=Z(-lW )SK(q).

9=o \P — q /

Hence

p<* 9-0 \p — q / q<x

On the other hand,*

_ /ft- q + \- l\
■W = Z( )SK(q).

9<i \      ß — q /

Thus,

(3.32) T(x) = 2ZE(x- q)SK(q).
q < x

Now,f

SK(q) = Z (- D'+-( X
m=0 \? — »2/

Hence,

(3.33) r(x) = Z-E(*-?)Z (-l)9+m(    X Ww)
9<x m-o \2 — m/

Z -D(x - m)Sk(m),

where

d(x) = Z(- 1)»£(*- »)fXY
n<x \»/

Consider Z)(x). If k is not an integer, then, since}:

1 1

r(— \) I »x+1101"
as «—> <x>, we have, by Lemma 1,

I d(x) \S m\   Z +    Z   } (* + 1 - «)x~> + l)-x~i
V  n<x/2 i/2i»<i/

^ üf { (X + I)''"2 + (X + l)-^1} .

Hence,

Z I d(x - m) I ^ Af Z {(x ~ m + l)x~2 + (x - m + l)-x"1 [
(3.34)    m < x m< x

< m.
* See Hobson, 8, (5), p. 72.

t See Hobson, 8, (6), p. 72.

t See Hobson, 8, pp. 71-72.
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On the other hand, if k is an integer then D is bounded for all x and vanishes

for k+1 <x. It follows that (3.34) is valid in this case also. We choose Mo

so that, for all x,

r(* + 1) + Z I D(x - **) I £ Mo.
m< x

Allowing for the moment m0 to have one of the values 0, 1, • • • , we set,

for m0<x,

H{x) = r(* + l}Sk(jt) + Z D(x - m)Sk(m).

Then, for 0^w0<x,

I H(x) I ^ Mo max   | Sk(m) \ .

Taking mQ = 0, H reduces to ak, and the first part of the lemma follows. In

addition, for 0 <nio <x, we have

w   / fa —[_ ^ — a\
- #(*) _     Mp =■ Z 5,(*M„

m<mi, p=0 \     *K        P      ' p<mt

where

«Nr-» /k + m — p\
Bp(x) =

m-p \    m — p /

Since these 73's are independent of the ^4's and satisfy (3.31) the second part

likewise follows.

3.4. We proceed to the proof of

Lemma 3. We have

I Sk{m) I g if max | <rk{x) \.

In addition, corresponding to each positive integer mo, we can write

Sk(m) = Z Cp(m)Ap + I(m)
p<mt

for mo g m, where the C's are independent of the A's,

(3.41) \Cp(m)\^M forp<m0Sm,

(3.42) I I(m) I ^ Mo   max    | <rk(x) \ form0Sm,

Mo being independent of m0 as well as m and the A's.
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In this lemma we set oa{x) =Zj>s*a2>- We note then that*

SK{q) = £ Jf<r,(j).
r-0

Hence, by (3.32),

m K

Sk(m) = M<rk{m + 1) + Z E(m + 1 - q) Z MaT(q)
a— 0 r—0

= M<jk{m + 1) + Z M2Z E{m + 1 - q)<xr{q).
r=0 5—0

Accordingly, it is enough to prove the lemma with Sk{m) replaced by

m

TT(m) = 2ZE(m+l- q)cT{q),
8—0

where r=0,1, ■ ■ • or A.

We set

integrate by parts K times, and take x = q+l/(K+l), q+2/(K+\), ■ • ■ ,

q+l, successively. We get, for p = 1, 2, • ■ • , K+l,

{(K + l)/p}*W{q + P/(K + 1)} = Z anp»a-K-n(q),
n-0

an(K + 1)»X • • • (X + n)-{K - »)! = K\.

Noting that for 1 5j K the determinant of the o-'s in these equations is a non-

zero multiple of the Vandermonde formed with the numbers 1,2, ■ • • ,K+\,

we see that <rr(q) can be expressed in the form

K+l

ar(q) = Y.MW{q+i/{K+\)\.
i-1

We thus have

K+l m

Tr(m) = Z ^Z E(m+1- q)W{q + i/(K + 1)} .
<=1 n-0

Hence, it is enough to prove the lemma with Sk(m) replaced by

m

Vim) = Z E(f» + 1 - q)W{q + {),
n—0

* Compare Hobson, 8, p. 91.
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where £ is a fixed number satisfying 0 < £ ̂  1.

We have*

W(x) = Mak(x) + M ftr£(vMv, x),

where \j/ remains positive and never increases as v increases from 0 to and

^(0, x) g M.

Allowing Wo to have one of the values 0, 1, • • • , and denoting by Mo a

number independent of m, nto and the A 's, we can then write

Ux = £ E(m + 1 - q)W(q + g) = Mo E E(m + 1 - q)  I    <rl q + {)<fo

+ £ £(w + 1 - q) {Mo«k{q + £) + M0 I   a*' 9 + £)<fo}

say. Now, applying the second mean-value theorem, we have

m

\ U3 \ S Mo    max     | o-k(x) | • £ | £(w + 1 — g) |

2= ikT0    max     | <rk(x) \.

From this inequality the first part of the lemma follows on taking w0 = 0.

In addition we can obtain the second part.

We have, for 0 <m0 S m,

U -Us = £ £(w + 1 - q)W(q + {) + U2 = Ut+ Uit
5<m0

say. Now

(q + £ - ty-io-K{t)dt

1

and it is plain that the coefficient of Ap here satisfies (3.41). On the other

hand,

U, = M £ E(m + 1 - g) I ? + £)Z (m - #)*"^,
9=m, *^ 0 p < u

* See Hobson, 8, pp. 94-95.
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Tri s* Tfifj

= M22APJlE(m+l-q) I     (« - ? + Ö^«,
p<m(s      q=m 0

and we have, for ^ = 0, 1, • ■ * , mo — 1

£ E(m + 1 - o) I     (« - p)k-^(u, q +

S M £ | £(» + 1 - ?)^(»0, g + {) I g if.
g=ro„

The lemma follows.

3.5. We consider finally

Lemma4.Letm0beapositiveinteger.Letgp(x),Gp(y),p = 0,l, ■ ■ ■ ,m0 — l,

be defined for sufficiently large values of their arguments. For each p let

gp{x) =

as x—>oo ; and for sufficiently large x, y let

X) gp(x)Gp(y)
p<m„

F(x),

where F is independent of y. Then

(3.51) Z SÄx)Gp(y) = o(l)   as   (x,y) -> (oo, oo).
p<m0

This lemma with x, y replaced by integral variables is the lemma of

Agnew previously cited. It is plain that the lemma is likewise valid when

x or y is replaced by an integral variable. We shall have occasion to use it in

various forms.

The lemma in the general case is an immediate corollary of Agnew's re-

sult. For suppose that (3.51) is false. Then there exist a positive e and two

sequences of numbers {xm}, {y„}, m, n = l, 2, ■ • • , such that xm—><x> as

m~>00> y>.—>0° as «—>°o, and

But, by Agnew's result,

X) gP(xm)Gp(ym)

X) gP(xm)Gp(yn) = o(l)
p<m,

as (m, »)—>(<», 00). This gives us the contradiction.

4.1. Proof of Theorem I. As the proofs of (a) and (b) are similar in char-

acter we shall confine ourselves to the proof of (a). In addition, we shall as-
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sume that 0<a, 0</3. When a = ß = 0 there is nothing to prove, and when

one and not the other is 0 the proof requires similar steps to the following,

but fewer of them.

To begin with we note that we can suppose that s = 0. In fact, for either

type of summability, the series (2.11) is summable to sum 5 [ultimately

bounded] if, and only if, the series

00

£ bm.n,      0o,o = ßo.o — s,   bm,n = am,n   for   0 < m2 + n2,
m,n=0

is summable to sum 0 [ultimately bounded] by means of the same order.

The theorem for s^0 is then a consequence of the theorem for s = 0.

We now set

™ (a + m — *\ ^

j,_o \   m — p   / „<„

and proceed to show that

(4.11) P(m, y) = o(m"yP)   as   (m, y) —> (oo, oo).

Let 0 < e be arbitrarily small. Then, denoting by Mo the constant of (3.42),

we select an M and a positive integer m0 so that

I Sa,ß(m, n) I g Mman^, M01 <r„Ax> y) I = «*ay".

the former for nioSm, m0^n, and the latter for nio^x, m0Sy.

Next we apply Lemma 3. We can write, for nio^m,

P(m, y) = £Cp(ot)£ (y - «)%„,„ + I(m, y)
p<ma n< y

= /i(j», y) + I,

say, where Cp(m) is bounded for p<maSm, and

(4.12) \l\SM0   max    | ca,ß{x, y) | <S t(m + l)«y"

for mo^m, m0^y.

Consider Tj. By Lemma 2, we have, for m0<y,

_^ ™ /a + m — *\
■PK y) = £ 7J9(y) £ M ap,9 + H(m, y),

q<mQ p=0\     m — p /

where Bq(y) is bounded for q<m0<y, and

I H I g Af max | Sa,ß{m, n) | ^ MWy"
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for m0^m, m0<y. We conclude that, for nioSm, m0<y,

,     ,     ,     .     .    .      .     . ™\ /a + m - p\\ _ .

p=o I \   m — p   / 10<m„

™ I /a + w — *\ I .
jf (» 4- i)-y> + m E ( ) EI     I ̂  f(t*)y",

p=0 [ \     m ~ p     / [ g<m0

say, where F depends upon w but not upon y. On the other hand,

m-"Cp{m) = o(l)

as m—>°o, for ^> = 0, 1, • • • , m0 — 1. Accordingly, Lemma 4 is applicable, and

it follows that

(4.13) mray-ßIi(m, y) = o(l)   as   (m, y) —► (co, oo).

From (4.13), (4.11) now follows. By (4.12) and (4.13) , we have

lim sup   I m~ay~ßP(m, y)\ e,
(m, v) -»(oo, oo)

and since e was arbitrary, this implies (4.11).

It remains to show that (4.11) with our hypotheses implies

(4.14) Sa,ß(m, n) = o(manP)   as   (m, n) —> (oo, oo).

Letting e and Af0 have the same significance as above, we select an M and a

positive integer m0 so that

I Sa,ß(m, n) I 5 Mm"nß, Af0 | .P(w, y) | g emayß,

the former for m0Sm, m0Sn and the latter for m0Sm, nio^y. Then we apply

Lemma 3 again. We have, for m0 S= w,

__ * /a 4- w — *\
■W«, ») = E Ci (») E )      + /'(», »)

a<m0 p-o \   m — p I

= J/(», ») + /',

say, where C'{n) is bounded for q<maSn, and

I /' I g Af o   max    | P(w, y) | g erKa(» 4- 1)"

for m0Sm, nio^n. Now,

I 2i I ü I S«.fl I +  |/'| a Mm°(n + 1)»

for Wo^m, mj^d. Hence, by Lemma 4, since

n-eci(n) = o(l)
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as n—>co; for o = 0, 1, • • • , mQ — 1, we have

as (w, w)^(=o, co). We conclude that

lim sup   I m~an~ßSa,ß(m. n) | Se,

(m, n)-.(oo, oo)

and accordingly, that (4.14) holds.

4.2. Proof of Theorem II. We have only to prove (a). We first observe

that

(4.21)     I Sa,ß(m, n) \ ^ M max
p<x 3=0 \   n — q /

This is a consequence of Lemma 2 if 0 <a and is trivial otherwise. We next

observe that, similarly,

S(*-»-rf+"-')«,
p<x 3-o \   » — q /

S If max I <ra,ß{x, y)
P< x 3=0 \   n — q

Hence, by (4.21), if the series (2.11) is bounded (R; a, ß), we have

I Sa,ß{m, n) I ^ M(m + 1)"(« + \y

from which it follows that it is bounded (C; a, ß).

In the same way, if the series is bounded (C;a, ß), we have

I <rtt,e{x, y) I ^ M(x + l)"(y + 1)".

It follows that Ra,ß(x, y) is bounded for 1 sjx, 1 Sy. But we have, for x<\,

R«dx, y) = R«Ai, y)-

Hence, as a similar identity holds for y<l, we conclude the truth of (a).

Part II

5.1. Extension of Hardy and Littlewood's Theorem. We consider here a

function/(m, v) which is integrable* over the square (0, 0; ir, ir) and is even

and periodic with period 2-7r in each variable. We restrict our attention to the

behavior of / and the Fourier series of /,

f(ut V) ~ am,n COS MU COS UV,
m ,n=0

at the origin. This restriction and that as to / being even-even do not of

course limit the generality of our results. The series with whose summability

we are concerned is then the series (2.11) where now

* AH our integrals are understood to be taken in the sense of Lebesgue.
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f* T /» TT

am,n = XmX„ j   cos mu du I   cos nvf(u, v)dv

[X0= l/V,Xi = X,= • • • -2/rJ.

To extend the Hardy and Littlewood theorem we need a definition of frac-

tional integration and continuity in the mean for functions of two variables.

These are direct generalizations of those for functions of a single variable.

Let </>(«, v) be defined for almost all (u, v) in the quarter-plane T: (0 <u, 0 <v).

Let 0 <a, 0<b. Then we define (ba.b(x, y), <pa,o, (po.t as

0 - u)a-\y - iO^O, v)d(u, v),
(0,0)

T(a)<pai0(x, y) = I    (x — u)a-l<p{u, y)du,
J o

T(b)4>o,i(x, y) =     (y -
<f 0

provided the corresponding integral exists, and as °o otherwise. We define

4>».o(x,y) as

4>o,o(x, y) = 00, y)

where </> is defined, and as °o otherwise. We call$a,o(x, y), where 0i£a, 0^6,

the fractional integral of order (a, b) of <f> at (x, y). We say that <fi is continu-

ous (C; a, b) at the origin, or, more briefly, continuous (C; a, b), with limit 5,

if T(a+l)T(b+l)x-ay-b<pa,b(x, y)—>s as (x, y)—>(+0, +0). In addition we

say that</> is almost continuous (C; a, &) with limit 5 if r(a-r-l)r(ö + l)x~°y~6

■0OiO(x, y) coincides, except possibly on a set of measure 0, with a function

4>(x, y) which tends to s when (x, y)—>(+0, +0).

In regard to these integrals we prove in §6.1 the following theorem:*

Theorem III. Suppose that 0^a, 0^b and that 4>(u, v) is integrable over

every rectangle (0, 0; x, y). Then (a) <pa,b{u, v) is integrable over every such rec-

tangle. In addition, (b) if a^a, b^ß and if <f>atß(x, y) is finite, then 4>a.ß(x, y)

is equal to the fractional integral of order (a —a, ß — b) of      at (x, y).

Our principal extension of the Hardy and Littlewood theorem involves

the idea of boundedness in much the same way as Theorem II. We say that

/is bounded [almost bounded] (C; a, b) in a domain D if x_°y~ bfa,b is bounded

[almost bounded] in D. The extension is then as follows:

* For a theorem of this type on fractional integrals of functions of a single variable, see Tonelli,

17, p. 185.
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Theorem IV. (a) Let

(5.11) 0 ^ a < a,      0 ^ b < ß.

Then, if for some positive d,f is almost bounded (C; a, b) in the infinite rec-

tangles (0, 0; <», 5), (0, 0; 5, oo), it follows that the series (2.11) is bounded

(C; a, ß). If, in addition, f is almost continuous (C; a, b) with limit s, then the

series is summable (C; a, ß) to sum s. (b) On the other hand, suppose that

(5.12) 0 £ a < a - 1,      0 IS ß < b - 1.

Then, if the series (2.11) is bounded (C;a, ß), it follows that f is bounded (C; a, b)

in the quarter-plane T. If, in addition, the series is summable (C; a, ß) to sum s,

then f is continuous (C; a, b) with limit s*

The proof of this theorem is given in §§7.1 to 10.1. We were much in-

fluenced in our procedure by the work of Bosanquet and Paley previously

cited.f We do not however follow one or the other of these authors com-

pletely. The proof of part (b) especially seems to involve new difficulties.

In using this method of proof it is natural that we obtain relations between

the order of summability and continuity analogous to those of Bosanquet

and Paley.

Part (a) of the theorem is not entirely satisfactory. Conditions depending

explicitly on/in the fundamental square (0, 0; tt, tt) would be more desirable.

Conditions of this type are given in the following theorem. It might be noted

in particular that, when a ^ 1, 6^1, the boundedness condition reduces sim-

ply to/being almost bounded (C; a, b) on (0, 0; tt, 6) and (0, 0; b,ir). Part (b)

we add for the sake of completeness.

* This theorem contains as a particular case a result given independently by Moore, 13, p. 96,

and Young, 20, p. 181, namely, that the series (2.11) is summable (C; 1,1) to sum s if the conditions

in (a) hold for 0=6=0.

Another summability criterion which might be mentioned is one due to Tonelli, 16, p. 490.

Tonelli shows that the series (2.11) is summable (C; 1,1) if

f du f I f(u, v) — s\ dv = o(x, y)     as (x, y) —> (+ 0, + 0)
Jo

and if the integrals fo\f{x, v)\dv, \f^f{u, y)\du are almost bounded on (0, x). This result does not

seem to be contained in Theorem III. It seems likely that an extension of Tonelli's theorem, similar

to the extension of Lebesgue's theorem by Hardy for simple series, can be obtained by means of the

formula in Lemma 9. For references to Hardy's theorem and to Lebesgue's theorem and to similar

theorems, see Kogbetliantz, 9, p. 64.

The problem of extending Hardy and Littlewood's theorem to double series was first considered

by Merriman, 12.

t While this paper was being prepared for publication a second paper on summability was pub-

lished by Bosanquet. This paper, 4, contains a proof of the essential Lemma 9 below. In his first

treatment of the problem Bosanquet used a somewhat different method.
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Theorem V. (a) Part (a) of Theorem IV holds if we replace the rectangles

(0, 0; oo, 5), (0, 0; 5, oo) by (0, 0; x, S), (0, 0; 5, ir) and assume in addition

that y~ bfm,b(ir, y) [x~afa,m(x, ir) ] is almost bounded on (0, 5) for each positive odd

inleger m less than a [b]. (b) On the other hand, if (5.12) holds and if the series

(2.11) is bounded (C; a, ß) it follows that y~ bfm,b(ir, y) [x~afa,m(x, ir)] is bounded

for all y [x]for each positive odd integer m less than a [b].

This proof is found in §§11.1 to 12.2. In §13.1 we obtain with the help of

the previous Lemma 4 and the lemma of §9.5 a third extension of the Hardy

and Littlewood theorem. This result is of the same type as that of Theorem I.

Whether a corresponding result holds when the roles of summability and con-

tinuity are interchanged we are unable to say.

Theorem VI. Suppose that

and that the series (2.11) is summable either (C; a, ß) or (R; a, ß) to sum s.

Suppose also that, for a positive b,f is bounded (C; a, b) in the square (+0, +0;

5, 5). Thenf is continuous (C; a, b) with limit s.

6.1. Proof of Theorem III. Part (a) is trivial for a = b = 0, part (b), for

a=a,b = ß. We shall assume in (a) that 0 <a, 0 <b, and in (b), that 0 <a <a,

0<b<ß. The other cases can be handled by similar arguments.

Let (x, y) be fixed. Then the function (x — £)" (y —17)b #(£, tj) is integrable

over 0^£^x, 0^775;y. Moreover,

exists. Thus, since the integrand here is measurable over the domain

F:(0^£^w^x, O^ri^vSy), the integral

0 ^ a < a - 2, 0 ^ ß < b - 2,

Hence, by Fubini's theorem,* it is plain that the integral

dt \   dr, I   du I    (u- Ö-i(* ~ V)"-11 *($, 11) I dv

f (u-        - u)»-1*«, v)d(Z, v, «, v)

exists by a theorem due to Hobson.f Accordingly, the integral

* See, for example, Hobson, 7, p. 630.

f See Hobson, 7, p. 631.
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exists. We conclude that (a) holds.

The proof of (b) is similar. We have, assuming <ba,ß(x, y) finite,

E<t>«.ß{x, y)

d$ \   dr, I   du j   (x- u)"-a-\y - vy-^iu - £)o-10 - V^Wtrfdv,

where E = T(a - d)T(ß - b)T(a)T(b). Now, noting that 4>a,ß(x, y), where

^=1^1, is likewise finite, we see that we can integrate first with respect

to (£, t/). We thus get

E4>a,ß{x, y)

/> (x,v) r* (u,d)

(x - uy-'-^y - vy-^diu, v) I       (w - $)a-l(y - v)b~l<t>d^, v),

(0,0) J (0,0)

and this completes the proof.

7.1. Lemma on Young's functions. We divide the proof of Theorem IV

into several parts, considering first a lemma in connection with the function

7,(«) = yl°\u) = (iA)[i - «*/{(„ + i)(, + 2)}

+ tt/fa + n(% + 2)0» + 3)(| + 4)}-j
and its derivatives y,(1), 7„(2>, • • ■ . For 0 <u, we have

(7.11) = r(ij)«-'C,(«),

where

(7.12) Cv(u) = (I/TOj)) f (« - ty-'CoiOdt [C0(«) = cos »]
0

is Young's function*

Lemma 5. Lei 0 <rj and let m<r?4-l. Z"Äe« 7,(m) (w) is continuous for all u,

and

(7.13) 7,   (u) = 0(u   +u     )   as «<—>co.

The conclusions of this lemma are familiar, f First, it is plain that 7,<m)

is continuous for all u. Next, YoungJ has proved that, if 0 ^ £, then

* Young, 21.
f Hardy and Littlewood, 6, p. 217, state without proof that, as u—► °°,

7i+„(tt) = ^m-'-i sin (u - tt,/2) + Bit* + 0{u~2~^) + 0(«-2),

where A and B are constants, and that asymptotic formulas for the derivatives of 71+, are given by

the formal derivatives of this expression. Using the method employed above, Young, 21, Hobson, 8,

p. 566, and Pollard, 15, p. 212, obtain (7.13) for various cases. None of these authors treat the

case 7j<m<7j+l however.

% Young, 21, or see Hobson, 8, p. 565.
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(7.14) QO) = 0(1 + m«-2)   as   u —> °o .

Using this result, (7.11), and the fact that

(7.15) DJOf » CVj

for 0 <u, and 1 i= £, we see that (7.13) holds if m rj.

Suppose then that r)<m<-q + l; we have, by (7.11), (7.14) and (7.15),

7,    («) = 0{U + U + U     [ DuCri-l-m I )

as m—>°o. But, replacing / by u — t in (7.15), we get

T(?7 + 1 — m)C,+i_m(«) = cos u I   t"~mco%tdt + sin« I /'_msin/<&.

Hence,

77uC,+i_m = o|m'-"' + j      ^-"cosi^j + I J*  /'-msin/oJ/ | =0(1).

We conclude that (7.13) holds in this case. This completes the proof.

7.2. Lemmas for part (a) of Theorem IV. In these lemmas and in the

proof of part (a) we suppose that a, a, b, ß satisfy (5.11). We denote by h the

integral part of a. Then it is readily seen, on applying Lemma 5, that

\yt+\\tu){t-\)h-a\ is integrable in t over (1, oo) for 0<«. We set

(a+l) ... . . a-a
7„+i (tu){t — 1) dt.

Similarly, we write k for the integral part of b, and set

k+i-b r°° (*+i> .
K(v) = v       J   70+i {tv)(t — 1) dt.

We put

*a = 2(- i)w-y{■*"(* +1 - a)},*b = 2(- i)*+y{*r(* +1 - -

We consider first 27 (w). We have

Lemma 6. The function H(u) is bounded and measurable over 0<u. More-

over* as u—>co,

27(w) = 0(u-«-1 + u-h~2).

* Bosanquet, 4, p. 19, obtains an asymptotic formula for H by means of Cauchy's theorem.
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Since, for each u, H is the limit as w—>co of the sequence of continuous

functions

<u        I       7a+i (/«)(/ — 1)    dt> ,
V J l+l/n J

we have immediately that 77 is measurable over 0 <u.

Now, for 0<u,

77 =
JH-1-; r1+1/"     f M 1

m <    I +1 W„+1  (/«)(< - 1) dt
\ J 1 J 1+1/u/

^ (A + 1 — a) Vax I tI+i1'W | + 2 max | yi+i(0 |.

It follows that 27 is bounded for 0<u, and that, as m—>a,

# = OC«-"-1 + u-h~3 + u-"-1 + u~h~2)

This proves the lemma.

7.3. We have next

Lemma 7. Let 0(w) be integrable over (0, tt), ctcw, awJ periodic with period

2ir. For O^y let </>,(«) be the fractional integral of order r\ of <p. Then, if 0 < 5,

we have

(7.31) Q = f I H(xu)<j>a(u) I <7w :g Aft*-""1 + ar*-2) f |   | du for 1 ̂  *,
J { «7 o

wAere A/ is independent of <j> as well as x. In addition,

(7.32) f I H(xu)<t>a(u) \du^ N f |   | <fw,

roAere N is independent of <b.

The proofs of (7.31) and (7.32) are much the same. We consider that of

the former. We denote by Af a number independent of u, t, x and cf> for 0 <u,

0<t, Igx.
Now, if 1 ̂  a, then

I <t>a(u) I S M f (w - *)a_1 U I dt S M(u + 1)«5, where S =   f | <t> \ du.
Jo ^0

Hence, if a = 0 or if 1 ̂ ja,
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, 00 00 v

Q ^ Ms(x-a~12~2ma-a-1+ x-h~2J2 W"'"2) ^ MS(x-°-1 + x~h~2)
\ m=l m=l /

as a consequence of Lemma 6. Thus, (7.31) holds in this case.

Suppose then that 0 < a < 1. We have

Q S M f \E\du f (« - i)«-11   I dt
J s Jo

= M f \<f>\dt f \H\(u- t)a-ldu + M f \ <t> \ dt f | 771 (m - ty-'du.
Jo «7 j J j «7<

But

J* j 771 (w - J)"-1^« ̂  Mx'"-1      ur*-i(u - t)a~ldu

+ Mx~h~2 J*^ u-h~2(u - ty~ldu

S Mx-"-1?-"'1 + Mx-h-2f-h-2.

Hence,

Q S if a;-"-1 j j \<t>\dt +      \ <f>\ f'^dfaX

+ Mx-h~2^ J I <b I dt + j | * | f-h-2dt^.

The lemma follows.

7.4. We have thirdly

Lemma 8. Let the hypotheses of Lemma 7 hold; and let the series (3.11) be

the Fourier series of 4> at the origin, so that

Am = Xm I 4>(u)
•J 0

4/axa+a+1 j   H{xu)<j>a{u)du = <ra(x).

J a

cos mu du...

Then

This lemma is contained in one of Bosanquet's theorems, 4, p. 22. The

proof is analogous to that of Lemma 11 below. In this case the starting point

is the well known formula

2xa+1 j   ya+1(xu)d>(u)du = Traa(x),

•7 o

and integration by parts is carried out (A+l) times.
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7.5. We have finally

Lemma 9. Under the hypotheses thatf is even-even, periodic with period 2-ir in

each variable, and integrable over (0, 0; ir, w), the function \ H(xu) K(yv)fa,b(u, v) |

is integrable over T and

fxa+iyb+i f H(xu)K(yv)fa,b(u, v)dT = Ra,ß(x, y).

Applying Lemmas 7 and 8, with <j>(u) =f(u, v), we have, for almost all

v on (0, it),

(7.51) f I Hfa.o \du S N f \f\du,
Jo Jo

where N is independent of v, and

(7.52) $axa+a+1 f Hfa.odu = X) (x ~ P)a^p f /cos pudu.
Jo p<x Jo

From (7.51), the measurability of 77/0,o over (0,0; co, x), and the integrability

of/ we deduce the existence of the integral*

70 = I   I 77 I du I   I fa.o I dv.
Jo Jo

In addition, we see that the integrals

Iq = I   \H\du      I fa,o cos qv I dv        (q = 1, 2, • • • )
0 J 0

exist.

Now let E be the set of values u on (0, °o) such that/a,& is integrable in

v over every finite interval (0, | z|). Then, applying Theorem III, the comple-

ment of E relative to (0, <x>) is of measure 0, and, for u on E,

<K»)  = fa,o(u, \v\)

satisfies the conditions of Lemma 7 and

4>b{v) = fa,b{u, v)

for almost all v on (0, co). Hence, for u on E,

f    I Kfa.t\dv S N   f \fa,o\dv,
Jo Jo

See, for example, Hobson, 8, p. 346.
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where N is independent of u, and

^byB+b+i C Kfa,bdv = X (y - ?)% f fa,o cos qvdv.
Jo q<y Jo

From the existence of Ia we then conclude that \HKfa,b\ is integrable over

T, and from (7.52) and the existence of 70, t&, > • • , that

t^+iyb+i C HKfa,bdT = t^+iyt+i f  Hdu f Kfa,bdv
Jx Jo Jo

= ^axa+1y-"]C (y — q)ßhq I   cos qvdv I Hfa,0du
q<y Jo Jo

= R«Ax, y)-

8.1. Proof of part (a) of Theorem IV. We note that in the proof of the

second part we can assume that s = 0. For, on the one hand,/—s satisfies the

conditions imposed upon / with s replaced by 0; and, on the other hand, the

series (2.11) is summable (C; a, 0) to sum s if the Fourier series oif—s at

the origin is summable (C; a, ß) to sum 0.

Suppose then that, corresponding to some e, there is a positive d and an

M such that

(8.11) I /„,&(«, ») I ̂  ««V,       I /a,o(«, ») I S Af«V,

the former for almost all (u, v) in (0, 0; d, d), and the latter for almost all

(u, v) in (0, 0; co, d) and in (0, 0 ;</,<»). Writing

I H(xu)K(yv)fa,bdT =    I      + J      + + J HKfa,bd(u,v)
Jt LV(0,0)       ^ (d,0)       J (0,d)       J (d,d) -

= F1+F2+F3+Fi,

say, we have

[ #t I £ ear^y"6-1 f I 77(m) I uadu f | *(») | n6rfz> ^ Jfr'-'f'-1
Jo Jo

as a consequence of Lemma 6,

|F2| ^ My-*-1 f  {(»)"«-' + (xm)-''-2}m<iJm f I K(v)\ vbdv
J d Jo

£ ^(a;-«-1 + x-^y-6"1,

|F«.| £ Afx-^-Ky-6-1 + y-*"2),

and, by Lemma 7, for 1 iSx, 1 gy,
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\Ft\S Miy-o-1 + y-"-2) f | H(xu) \ dv f | fa,o1 dv
J d «7 0

g Mix-"-1 + x-^iy-^-1 + y-k~2).

We conclude that

I Ra,ß{x, y) I ^ M(l + x"~a + xa~h~l)(l + yb-l> + yb-*-i)

for 1 ̂  x, 1 5s y, and that

lim sup   I Ra,ß(x, y) \ S « I   | 27(w) | m°<2« J   | K(y) \ vbdv.
(x, y)—»(» ,«) ./ o •/ 0

The proof now follows. If / is almost bounded (C; a, o) in (0, 0; <», Ö)

and in (0, 0; 5, oo), then (8.11) holds for some e, and the first part of (a)

follows from the former of these inequalities. If, in addition, / is almost con-

tinuous (C; a, b) with limit 0, then (8.11) holds for each arbitrarily small e,

and the second part follows from the latter.

9.1. Lemmas for part (b) of Theorem IV and Theorem VI. In these

lemmas we suppose that a, a, ß, b satisfy (5.12). We denote by h the integral

part of a, and by k the integral part of ß. We set

to = (- l)V{r(« + l)T(h + 1 - a)T(a)} ,

to = (- i)7{r(/3 + i)r(* + l - ß)r(b)},      * = to.to,

H(u    ■■ «*+*-«      ya«>+V(tu)(t -l)h-*dt,K(v) = vk+l~ß j yb^+2^(tv)(t-l)h~ßdt.

The functions 77, K exist for all positive values of their arguments.

9.2. In regard to H(u) we have

Lemma 10. The function H(u) is bounded and measurable for 0<u. More-

over, as u—>°o,

H(u) = 0{u-a + u-h-*).

The proof here is practically the same as that of Lemma 6 and can be

omitted.

9.3. We have next

Lemma 11.* Suppose that <j>(u), </>,(w), 0f£??, are the functions of Lemma 7.

Suppose that the series (3.11) is the Fourier series of <j> at the origin, and that,

for some 8 satisfying 0^8<a— 1, 8<h+2,

* The proof of this lemma is closely analogous to a proof given by Bosanquet, 3, pp. 157-161,

concerning, not the summability of a series, but the summability of an integral. In treating the series

in (9.33) Bosanquet uses partial summation throughout rather than partial integration and partial

summation.
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(9.31) <ra(u) = 0(us)   as w—><=o.

Then the function \ H(xu)aa(u) | is integr able over (0, oo) and

(9.32) *ax°+"+1 f H(xu)ffa(u)du = <pa(x).
J o

It is plain that | H<ra\ is integrable over (0, °o). Consider then (9.32). We

have*

00

(9.33) x" £ A mya(mx) = T(a)<ba(x).
m=»0

Now, for 0</,

I   crm{u)du -- am+i(t)/(m + 1).
•/ o

Hence, denoting by z a positive integer, using Abel's formula, and integrating

by parts (h+1) times, we have

z ! h+1 \

Y,Amya{mx) = I ya(xz)<r0(z + 1) + X) (~ x)mya^(xz)<rm{z)/Y(m + 1)>
m—O V m=l /

+ [(- xy+yT(h + 2)} ^y«+»(xt)o-h+1(t)dt

= /i + u,

say. But, since \Am\ ^M, we have, as z—>oo,

<Tm{z)  =0i £(z-«)4   = 0(2m+1).

Moreover, since

(9.34) <rh+1(t) = (h + l)(^k^ J (t- u)h-«ca(u)du for 0 < t,

we have, by (9.31),

o-k+i(z) = o| J* (z - w)A-aM5<tej = 0(sA+5+1-a).

Thus,

h = öilZ (2~° + z-»-2^1 + (z-° + 2-"-')z''+8+1-''| = o(l).
\ m—0 /

* See, for example, Paley, 14, p. 190.
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It is sufficient then to show that

(9.35)    I2 = T(a)iax"+1 \   H(xu)<xadu + o(l) as 2 —> oo .
J 0

Making the substitution (9.34) in I2,

h = T(a)t*xh+2 C yj-h+»(xt)dt f (t - u)h-"aa{u)du
J o J 0

/» z /* z/u

<Ta(u)uh+1-adu I     yjh+2\xut)(t - l)h-"dt

o J \

= T(a)\l/axa+11 J  H(xu)o-a(u)du — J Hi{x, u, z)aa{u)du j>,

say, where

Hi = (*«)*+»— f y«+v(xut)(t - \)h~°dt.
J z/u

Now, for 0<u<z,

\Hi\g 2xh-"(z - «)*-<" max | y«»+»(0 |.
Xf£t

Hence,

j*^ /JV««*« = 0^(z-a + z~h~3) j (z - m)a-»m5öJm| = o(l).

We conclude that (9.35) and, accordingly, that (9.32) holds.

9.4. We have thirdly

Lemma 12. Let the series (2.11) be bounded (C; a, ß). Then, for any n,

f(«, «) = £(«- ™)aff™,n = 0(u")

as w—>oo.

We note first that, as u—> oo,

n I      I «/« + »- A I)
f = 0<max I, )ap,n >.

V«=» I p-o \   m — p   / \)

If 0<a, this follows from Lemma 2. If a = 0, it is trivial. Now,*

* (a + m - p\ » /i3 + 1\

j_o \   m     p   / o=0 \   q /

* See Hobson,8, p. 71, (4).
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where we have set

J-0if|8+l-g=-l, -2, •..

Thus, making use of our hypothesis,

™ (a + m - p\ "   (ß + 1\ I
Z )ap.n   ^M(m + l)"(n+iy2Z [ )\= 0(«»)
p=o\   m — p   / ,=o \   q   / I

as m—. The lemma follows.

9.5. We have finally

Lemma 13. 7/ei/Aer (a) the series (2.11) is bounded (C; a, j3), or (b) ct+2 <a,

ß+2<b, then \ H(xu)K(yv)a-a,ß\ is integrable over T, and

(9.51) fx°+a+iyb+ß+i f H(xu)K(yv)<7a,ß(u, v)dT = fa,b(x, y).

We note first that \HKo-a#\ is integrable over T in either case. If (a)

holds this follows from Theorem II and Lemma 10; and if (b) holds it follows

on observing that, in general,

I ca,ß{x, y) I ^ Mxa+lyf>+1.

Consider then (9.51). In either case, since 1 <a, the function

*(») = fa,o{x, \v\)

is integrable in v over (0,7r). Moreover, $ is even and periodic with period 27r.

Its Fourier series at the origin is

2^Fan){x),      where  F(n)(w) = A„ I   cos nvf(u, v)dv.
n-0 «* 0

Now, for a fixed n, Fin) is integrable over (0, w), even, and periodic with

period 27r. Its Fourier series at the origin is

00

^amtfl.

But, if (a) holds, then

f(«, n) = £ (u — m)aam,n = 0(ua)

m<u

as m—>co. Hence in this case, by Lemma 11, with <p =F(n) and 5 =a,

(9.52) Fa<n>(x) = ^ax°+a+l f H(xu)$(u,n)dn.
J o
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On the other hand, in general,

n) = 0(W+1);

so that, if (b) holds, we have on applying Lemma 11 with S = a+l the result

(9.52) again. Accordingly, in either case the Fourier series of <I>(u) at the

origin is
00 _ 00

Z 4'axa+a+l I   H(xu)£(u, n)du.
n=0 J 0

The lemma now follows. We have

X (v — n)ß I   H$du = I   Ho-a,ß(u, v)du.
n<v J 0 Jo

If (a) holds this is

= ° if f  ' tt(xu) I wduj = 0(v»)

as z>—>oo, and if (b) holds it is

= Jo I H\ ua+1duj = 0(v»+1).

Accordingly, noting that since l<a, l<b,fa,b(x, y) is finite, we have, by

Theorem III and Lemma 11,

fa,b(x, y) = *&(y) = ̂ *»+«+iyW-0+i f K(yv)\ Z (» - n)ß f HtduXdv
Jo { nO Jo 1

= ^xa+a+lyb+ß+l   C HK<Ta,ßdT.

10.1. Proof of part (b) of Theorem IV. Let us assume first that the se-

ries (2.11) is bounded (C; a, ß). Then we have, by Lemma 13,

fa.b(x, y) = ^xa+"+lyb+ß+l \ H(xu)K(yv)(ra,bdT

= \l/x*yb j   H(u)K(v)o-a,b(u/x, v/y)dT;

and, for all (u, v) in T,

I H{u)K{v)xayß<Ta,ß{u/x, v/y) | g Mu" \ H(u) \ v» \ K(v) \,

where M is independent of (w, v) as well as (x, y). As the function on the

right here is integrable over T, we conclude that / is bounded (C; a, b) in T.
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Now let us assume in addition that the series is summable (C; a, ß) to

sum s. Then we have

lim      {H(u)K(v)xaybo-a,ß(u/x, v/y)} = uaH{u)ifiK{v)
(*, y)-»(+0, +0)

for every (w, v) in T. We conclude from Lebesgue's theorem that

lim      \fa,b(x,y)/(xayb)} =f* f u«H{u)vPK{v)dT.
(*, y)M+o, +o) J t

Applying Lemma 13 to the function /= 1, we get

iT(a + l)r(ö + 1) j uaH{u)v»K{v)dT = 1.

Thus,

lim    {/..»(*,?)/(*■?»)} = */{r(fl+ i)r(i + l)}.
(*, y)-(+o, +o)

This completes the proof.

11.1. Proof of part (a) of Theorem V. We first prove

Lemma 14. Let <b(u), <£„(«), 0 g rj, be the functions of Lemma 7. Suppose that

0^a<a and that, for some fixed number K, \<j>a(x) | HkKxa for almost all x on

(0,*),

(11.11) l^mWl fkK for each positive odd integer m<a.

Then there exists a number N, independent of x, 4>, K, such that

(11.12) | </>«(*) | ^NKxaif4>a(x) is finite.

We see that, if a is a positive odd integer, then, by the continuity of 4>a

at x = ir, <t>a satisfies (11.11) with K replaced by Kir". We see also that, if

a<a', then

I ««'(*) I ̂  (l/r(a' - a)) f (* - m)"'--1 I 0„(«) I du
J 0

^ Axa'r(a + l)/r(a' + 1)

for almost all x on (0, it). On the other hand, if a<a' and the conclusion

holds, then
I <f>a'(x) I £ AAx"T(a + l)/r(a' + 1)

wherever 0a> is finite. Accordingly, it is enough to prove the lemma with

h<a<a<h+l, where h is the integral part of a.

We denote by A a number independent of x, y, <j>, K. Then

I 4>h+i(x) I if NK
for x ^ 7t, and
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I (y — u)h~" — (x — u)h~a I I <j>a I du

J (y — u)h~a I <t>a I du

^ NK fdt f (t- u)h-a~Hu + NK f" (y - u)'-adu
j X j —00 " X

^ NK(y - x)h+1'a

for x<y^ir.

From these inequalities we conclude that

(11.13) IP
(11.14)      lim sup   f (m — x)a-h-l4>Hdi

y-»x+0    J v

x — u)"-h-l<j)hdu

(11.15)

We have, for ir < x,

/(x — u)a-h-ld>hdu

o

/(* + u)a~h-l<phdi

0

g NKxa~l for t < x,

^ NK      for 0 £ x < t,

£ NK(x +

^ xa~h-11 <fr,+i(;r) I

+ N f  (x - u)"-h-21 fa+iW) - <frh+i(u) I du

^ NKx"-1 + NK f\x- u)a-h-\ir - u)h+1-"du ^ NKxa~l

as can be seen by considering separately the cases ir<x<2ir, lir^x. This is

(11.13).
Next, for 0 £ x < y < ir, we have

f (w — x)a" £ (* - x)«-*-11 4>h+M - 4>k+i(y) I

+ n f (u- x)"-h~21 0*+i(«) - ^n-i(y) I

^ A^AT + NK f (u y)-—
Hence, (11.14) holds.

Finally,
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g (x + x)«-""11 I + TV f (x + m)°-"-2 I |<fa
J 0

^ A(x 4- x)"-1 + A^if f (x + u)"-h-2uh+ldu
J 0

^ AA(x + r)«"1,

as may be seen by considering the cases x<x, x^Sx. This is (11.15).

Consider now (11.12). It is plain that our conclusion holds if we restrict

ourselves to values of x ^ x. We show now that it holds for x <x ^ 2x. If 0„(x)

is finite then the integral

*-(x)

exists, and

= f     [u — (2x — x)]"-1(pdu
J 2r—x

T(a)<pa(x) = f  (x — u)"-l<pdu 4- ¥(x).
J 0

If A = 0 our conclusion then follows from (11.13) and (11.14). If 1 £ A we in-

tegrate by parts h times. We get

du*«(*) = Z M(x - x)°-2f-V2p+i(x) + N f  (x - m)"-*-1^
p<h/2 J 0

4- AT f     [u - (2x - x)]"-h-l4>hdu.

Applying (11.11), (11.13) and (11.14) we get the desired conclusion.

Suppose now that 2x<x. We write x=2«x+£, where n is a positive in-

teger and 0 <£ ^ 2x. Then, if<£„(x) is finite, so also is </>„(£), and

n— 1   /» t

r(a)0a(x) = X I    {(x - 2gx - m)""1 4- [x - 2(g 4- 1)tt 4- u]a-l}4>du
8-0 ^ 0

+ r(a)0„(0.

If A = 0, we have, by (11.13) and (11.15),

n—1 I    /» tr

2Z   I    {(x - 2ox - w)"-1 + [x - 2(9+ l)x 4- u]"-l}<pdu
g=0 I "7 0

n-1

^ NKJ2[x- (2q + l)x]a-1 ^ NKx",
g-0

so that the lemma follows in this case. If 1 ̂  A we integrate by parts. We get,

for 2x<x,
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/{ (x - u)"-1 4- (x - 2t + u)a~l)<j>du
o

4- N   f  (x — u)"-h-l<i>hdu   4- AM f  (x - 2tt 4- u)a-h-x<$>hdu
I     0 I 0

S TV £ (* - x)«-^-11 01jH.i(t)
p</i/2

^ NKx"~l.

Hence,
n—1

I 0„(x) I ^ M^i (x — 207t)«-1 + AZ :g 7VAx<",
9=0

and this proves the lemma.

11.2. Turning now to the proof of (a), we select a0, ßo so that a<a0<a,

b<ß0<ß, and note that, as a consequence of Theorem III,/is almost con-

tinuous (C; a0, ßo) with limit s. Hence, by Theorem IV, it is enough to prove

that/is almost bounded (C; a0, ßo) on (0, 0; °o, 5) and (0, 0; 5, oo).

Let D denote the rectangle (0, 0; oo, 6). We shall show that/ is almost

bounded (C; aQ, ß0) on D. We can assume that / is almost bounded (C;a,ßo)

on (0, 0; x, 5), and, since

I   (y - d)"»-1^ I   (x - m)"1-1 I /| d*w O = 1, 2, • ■ • )
" 0 0

is finite for almost all y on <2: (y £ 5), that y~ßofm,ßXir, y) is almost bounded

on d for each positive odd integer m<a.

Now there is a number Mo and a set e, of measure 5, of values y on d,

such that/o.^M, y) is integrable over (0, x), and

I /a,0„(x, y) I ^ AfoX-yOo, I /m,„0(x, y) | g Äf0y^,

the first for almost all x on (0, x), the second for each positive odd integer

m<a. Let E denote the set of points (x, y) such that y belongs to e and

f«i,ßXx> J) ls finite. Then the complement of E relative to D is of measure 0.

To prove the theorem we show that /is bounded (C; a0, ßo) on E.

Consider any fixed y on d. The function

<t>W) = f0,ße( \u\, y)

is integrable over (0, x), even, and periodic with period 2x. In addition 0

fulfils the remaining conditions of the lemma with K = M0yß°- In fact, for

almost all x on (0, ir),fa,ßt(x, y) is finite. At these points fa,ß0 is equal to the

fractional integral of order (a, 0) of f0,ßt. Thus,

I 0«(x) 1 = I fa,ß0(x, y) I ^ Mox^y^
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for almost all x on (0, w). Moreover, fm.ßt{ir, y) being finite,

I 0mW I  = I /m,/J„(x, y) I  ̂  M0f°

for each positive odd integer m<a. The lemma can then be applied. We get,

if 4>a,(x) is finite,

where A7 is independent of x and y. In particular then, if (x, y) is a point of £,

we have

This completes the proof.

12.1. Proof of part (b) of Theorem V. This proof depends on

Lemma 15. Let<f>(u), </>,(«), 0^t7, be the functions of Lemma 7. Suppose that

\<a, and that, for a fixed K,

I <£aO) I   ̂  Kxa

for x<2tt. Then, for each positive odd integer m<a,

I <t>m{ir) I £ NK

where N is independent of K and <p.

We can suppose that a = 2h + l, where A is a positive integer. Then, for

tt<x<2t, we have

A—l

4a(x) = 2 Y oc2p+i(x - T)2<-h-^4>2p+1(Tr) + 2aa<paW - cca<t>a(2ir - x),

p=0

where

a2p+1 = (2A)!/[2(A -p)]\.

Taking x = ir+x0112, w+Xi1'2, ■ ■ ■ , t+x1^ successively, where tt2<x0<Xi

< • ■ ■ <xa_i<4tt2, we arrive at the set of equations in the 0's

A-l h_p

Y <*2p+iXn   4>2p+i(tt) = rn       (n = 0, 1, • • • , h — 1),
p—0

where

I m| 35 2aaK(2TrY.

As the a's are independent of <p and K, and as the determinant of the <p's is

a non-zero multiple of the Vandermonde formed with the numbers x0, ,

Xh-i, we see that our conclusion holds.
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12.2. Consider now the proof of (b). As a consequence of Theorem IV

there is an M0 such that, for x < 2ir and all y,

I fa.b(x, y) I £ M0xayb.

For a fixed y, let

4>(u) = fo,b( \ u\,y).

Then <j> satisfies the conditions of the lemma with K = M(,yb. Hence,

I /m.&(?r, y) I = I <pm(u) I ̂  Myß

for each positive odd integer m <a. As the situation is symmetrical in a and o,

the theorem follows.

13.1. Proof of Theorem VI. It is enough to prove the theorem when s = 0.

In fact,/—s and its Fourier series satisfy the conditions of the theorem for

s = 0. Thus, the truth of the theorem in this case implies that/— s is continu-

ous (C; a, b) with limit 0. But this implies that/is continuous (C; a, b) with

limit s.

We shall consider the case of Cesäro summability. The proof for Riesz

summability follows the same lines but requires one less step. We shall as-

sume that 0<a, 0<ß. The other cases can be treated in a similar fashion.

The proof in all cases rests on the formula

(9.51)        fa,b(x, y) = ij,xa+a+lyb+ß+l | H(xu)K(yv)<Ta,ß(u, v)dT.

We reduce this formula in the case at hand to one involving Cesäro means

by an application of (3.33). We have

o-a,ß(x, y) = X B(x — m) 12 C{y — n)Sa,ß{™, n),
m<z n<y

where

2Z\B(x-m)\^L,      J2\C(y - n)\ ^ L,
m<x n<y

L being a suitably chosen constant independent of x, y.

Let 0 < e be given. We select a positive integer m0 so that

I Sc ,ß(m, n) I t£ em"nß

for m0^m, nto^n. We denote by M a number independent of x, y, m, n, for

x £ 5, y ^ 5, m0 ̂  m, m0 ̂  n.

We now write
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*..,(«, «O-I-EE+EE+EE+X:    r }

— m)C(v — n)Sa,ß(m, n)

= 01 + 02 + 03+04,

say, and

n r    n (m0,m0) («°,oo) "\

I H(xu)K(yv)aa,ßdT = -J <t„,^ + I       O^ff/^«, d)
J T \J (0,0) (m0,m0) /

(0,m0) «J (m0,m0) I

/      /• (0O,»U0) /» (»,«) \

+ \ I I        Qs\HKd(u, v)
{ J (m0,0) J (m0."»o) '

/(oO ,00 ) HKQid(u, v) = Fi + V2 + F3 + 7«,

say. Then

I Fi I £ M + If f | ff(x«) | a« f I K(yv) \ dv ̂  Mx~ly-\

/OO - 00 - 00

| A | ^+1a"?) + M I   | ff | aw I   I    I i^a» ^ ikfx"^-"-2,

F,| £ Afx-^-V1,

| F41 £ «Z, f | ff | wdu f \ K \ vßdv

g eix-"-^-^-1 f | ff (m) I Wdu f | |
J 0 ^ 0

In addition,

/» m0 /» oo

F2 = Z   I    ff(x«)(« — m)adu- I    iC(yn) X     — n)ßam,ndv
m<m0      ™ m0 n<i>

+ Z   f -ff-SC« ~ w)a«- f      Z C(» - n)Sa,ß(m, n)dv

= H gp(x)Gp(y),
p<2m0

say, where, for p = 0, 1, • • • , 2m0 —1,

| gp(x) | ^ Mx_1.
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Consider Vi. We have

I xa+iyß+iv21 ^ Mx-rh I /«.»I + I Fi I + I 7g i +1 741)

^ M(l + x"y» + x"1/ + 1) ^ F(x),

where F depends upon x but not upon y. Hence, since

xa+lgp(x) = 0(xa) = o(l)

as x—>+0, for p = 0, 1, • • • , 2m0 — 2, we see, on replacing x by 1/x and y by

1/y in Lemma 4, that

(13.11) V2 = o(x-«-1y-<3-1)   as   (x, y) -> (+ 0, + 0).

In the same way we see that F3 satisfies (13.11). On the other hand so

also does Fi. Hence,

lim sup    I x~"y~bfa,b(x, y) \ =     lim sup    | xa+1yP+1Vi |
<*, y)-»(+0, +0) be, y)-(+0, +0)

g eL f  I H(u) I Wdu f I K(v) I

Since e was arbitrary the theorem follows.
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